
CBPM058
Paper Pad 12x12”

CBH058
Paper Pad 8x8”

CBT058
Patterns Pad 12x12”

CBCL058
Creative Pad A4

CBQE058
Fussy Cut Pad 6x6”

MADE IN ITALY

moon artboard
tutorial step by steptutorial step by step



- CBT058 Pattern Pad 

- Texture Stencil 5x8” MS062

- Moon shaped MDF 2 mm 

- Transparent acrylic decorations 

(Christmas trees) or acrylic paper 

- Mixed media items: golden/sil-

ver glitter gel 

- Metallic white golden acrylic 

color

- Paper glue, gel medium mat 

transparent

- Toppings, glitters, decorations

- Glossy accent

moon artboard
materials

With the distresser do the edges 
of the moon profile, which are a bit 
ripped. This tool can be substitute 
with scissors.

As a base use a MDF artboard 
moon shaped. If you don’t have 
it, cut manually a moon from 
a cardboard 2 mm thickness. 
Color the moon edges with a 
white metallic acrylic color (white 
golden, silver, or metallic white). 
Cut two paper moon’s layouts 
using a neutral paper.
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Using the stencil Texture stencil 5x8” 

Mistletoe MS062 and a silver glitter gel 

decorate the Moon profile (only one of 

them, the second one will be used to 

embellish the rear part of the artboard).
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Decorate the Moon. Cut a lot of 

elements from the paper, especially 

trees. I used transparent acrylic trees. If 

you don’t have them, you can cut similar 

layout from an acrylic paper. The edges 

don’t have to be very smooth; they’ll be 

covered with glitter gel. You can cover 

the other little items with the glossy 

accent which will provide a glass effect. 
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Start the decoration, first paste the trees 

(from the bigger to the smaller, mixing paper 

and acrylic trees).
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Paste the wings on the child’s back. Paste the little girl 

on the Moon then glue all the other characters and 

the written “Dreamland”. Paste the acrylic stars on 

them. If you don’t have them, you’ll find a lot of stars 

in the Dreamland Collection that you can use covered 

with glossy or glitter. Paste glitters and the toppings by 

choosing (use the medium transparent mat gel).
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